Root Pruner

ADVANTAGES

- Slows growth of over-vigorous trees
- Increases firmness and storage life of fruit
- Gives better color to red varieties
- Greatly decreases dropping of fruit at harvest
- Single and double row models available.

This new tool with its many features hooks directly to a tractor’s 3-point hitch and can be easily adjusted to row width.

The Root Pruner’s unique one way tapered cutting disc can be set to different depths for easier pulling. It also has a shear bolt to protect the tool in case the disc contacts underground rocks.

The Root Pruner’s adjustable skid plate keeps the tool at a consistent cutting depth. This plate also seals the ground back around the cut to prevent root sprouting.

These many patented features make the Root Pruner a valuable tool for many varieties of fruit with the proven results of better fruit with less chemical use and fewer pruning costs.

FEATURES

- Heavy-duty construction
- Adjustable to row width
- Hardened and special cutting disc
- Adjustable skid plate
- Shear bolt and depth adjustment on disc
- Tool stand for safe and easy hook-up

OPTIONAL

- Slide cylinder for single or double row models
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